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Silicon nanowires offer an alternative route for the fabrication of "end-of-the-roadmap" transistor technologies. Porous and nanocrystalline silicon has been shown to photoluminescence (1, 2) suggesting the use of silicon as a low-cost material for photonic device technologies, with the potential advantage of enabling integration of photonic devices with conventional microelectronic technologies. Recently, the reproducible synthesis of single-crystal silicon nanowires (SiNWs) with diameters as small as one nanometer has been demonstrated (3, 4, 5) . The technological potential for SiNWs has been demonstrated in field-effect (6, 7, 8) and single-electron (9) transistor geometries, as well as in configurations allowing sensing of biomolecules (10, 11). The tuning of the emission wavelength in arrays of SiNWs (12) points to a possible route towards light-emitting diodes in the visible and ultraviolet regime in a fashion similar to that achieved using other Si nanostructures (13, 14) .
Further applications can be explored as control over electronic and photonic properties of SiNWs is achieved via, for example, p-and n-type doping, control of wire morphology, crystal orientation, and/or modification of electronic structure. Dopant effects in nanowires have been studied experimentally (15, 16, 17) and are only recently beginning to receive theoretical attention (18, 19) . There are many previous theoretical studies of Si nanowires, which have considered surface reconstruction effects in unsaturated wires (20, 21, 22) or analyzed the electronic structure of hydrogen passivated SiNWs with respect to different orientation along crystal axes and varying diameter or shape of the cross-section (18, 20, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27) .
In this Letter, we investigate the effect of chemical passivation of the nanowire surfaces using different chemical functional groups and how they alter conclusions based solely on considering quantum confinement effects and, hence, the band gap of nanowires of a given diameter. We explore chemical passivation using different functional groups as an alternative approach for tuning the band gap of a nanowire; the magnitude of the band gap being determined by the interaction between the passivating group and the wire surface. The nanowire surface bonds are saturated with the following chemical functional groups: -H, -OH and -NH 2 , and the resulting electronic structures are calculated 4 using density functional theory (DFT). According to theoretical predictions quantum confinement in the direction transverse to the axis of hydrogenated SiNWs gives rise to a direct bandgap, which blue shifts with decreasing wire diameter (23, 24, 28). This feature, evident also in our calculations, is associated with the distinct photoluminescence spectra of strained-SiNWs arrays (12) and highly porous Si when interpreted as a network of SiNWs (1, 20, 23) .
Whereas the quantum confinement effect on band gap is qualitatively similar for all termination species, in wires with a fixed diameter we show that hybridisation of the valence band with the frontier orbitals of the different passivating functional groups causes a considerable red-shift of the band gap relative to H-passivated SiNWs. Our prediction can be readily tested experimentally by scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) measurements on SiNWs. The experimental realisation of different surface passivation can be achieved following surface treatment with the appropriate terminating groups (4). Fig. 3(a) , we plot the calculated band gap E g for nanowires with different surface terminations as the diameter of the silicon core changes. A direct band gap is seen in all calculations excluding the smallest diameter -OH terminated wire (31). As expected, fig. 3(a) demonstrates that the band gap decreases towards its asymptotic bulk value with increasing cross-sectional diameter. Both 7 features of the band structures are in agreement with previous studies and can be readily explained by a zone-folding argument of the bulk Si bands onto the one-dimensional Brillouin zone of the wire (23, 28). However, in the present calculations we find that changing the surface terminating groups strongly modifies E g for a wire with fixed core diameter; there is a pronounced decrease in the magnitude of the band gap of non-hydrogen passivated wires compared to those with hydrogenated surfaces. 8 Hydroxyl (-OH) termination results in the narrowest band gap, followed by a relative blue-shift when surface silicon atoms are saturated by -NH 2 groups, with the largest band gap resulting when the surface is saturated by hydrogen. The band gap differences become larger with increasing surface-to-volume ratio pointing to a surface-induced effect. For the narrowest wire diameter, the difference of band gap energies between hydrogen-passivated wires and -OH (-NH 2 ) terminated wires is 1.3 eV (1.04 eV). The calculations demonstrate that the band gap energies in silicon nanowires can be tailored not only by the appropriate choice of diameter but also choice of surface termination. This also suggests that the band gap can be tuned by mixing the relative populations of different terminating groups on the wire, e.g. -H and -OH, and varying the percent coverage from each species. We note that similar surface chemistry As the surface-to-volume ratio decreases with increasing diameter, the PDOS contribution of surface silicon and terminating atoms to the total DOS diminishes with eventual convergence of the band gap to its bulk value. Our results highlight how the interaction of the surface termination with the valence edge competes against the quantum confinement effect. Hence the reduction in band gap with increasing wire diameter for -OH and -NH 2 is less than that for H-termination where there is no interaction with the valence edge, and only confinement effects dominate. This is indeed observed in Fig. 3 , where the band gap decrease with wire diameter is most notable for hydrogen termination. 
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